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1. NARRATOR This story is purely fictional. 

Certain long-standing institutions, 

agencies, and public offices are 

mentioned, but the characters 

involved are wholly imaginary. Any 

similarity with any characters 

living or dead is purely a 

coincidence. 

Scene 1: INT VEDA's OFFICE, DAY 

2. FRANK Good morning CSP Veda. 

3. FRANK Veda! 

4. FRANK Madam! 

5. LIM-AS-VEDA Oh! Sorry Frank I, er, didn't hear 

you! 

6. FRANK Madam we have reports the 689 gang 

are going to make a move today. 

7. LIM-AS-VEDA Hmm. Let me ask you something, Frank 

8. FRANK Madam? 
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9. LIM-AS-VEDA If you look at this data... 

10. FRANK Data, madam? 

11. LIM-AS-VEDA Yes data. I've pulled up all the 

Transport Complaints Unit Data for 

2010-2019.  

12. FRANK Nobody looks at that data madam, 

that's 'harassified" 

13. LIM-AS-VEDA Harrasified? 

14. FRANK Classified by making it too hard to 

use, madam. You coined that term, 

no? 

15. LIM-AS-VEDA I don't recall. 

16. FRANK Yes you do madam! You said, let's 

put spaces in the numbers instead of 

commas so nobody will be able to 

analyse them in Excel properly. 

Genius plan, I must say madam. 
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17. LIM-AS-VEDA Hmm. Yes well that's exactly the 

problem, it's taken me all morning 

to get the data into any kind of 

shape. 

18. FRANK I didn't know you knew so much about 

data madam? 

19. LIM-AS-VEDA Oh, well, I , um, well let's just 

say I once had a job... as a data 

inputter... 

20. FRANK So much I don't know about you 

madam, these days it seems 

21. LIM-AS-VEDA Right. Well, looking at the data. 

There's an inordinate amount of 

complaints about this location. 

22. FRANK Where is it? A layby in Central 

23. LIM-AS-VEDA Yes! It's where Number.., I mean, 

well, I understand there's a 

gentleman who runs a recycling truck 

often operates. 
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24. FRANK Ah! Shall we bust him, madam? 

25. LIM-AS-VEDA No! No the point is, the skip is the 

bad actor here. Blocks the recycling 

truck. And there's literally... 

2,345 complaints about it. And it's 

still there. What's that about? 

26. FRANK Looks like... it's just gang related 

sir. The rival recycling centre 

probably calling it in. We've 

flagged those as nothing. 

27. LIM-AS-VEDA But it's not nothing. That skip does 

block the pavement. Every day! 

28. FRANK Madam, the 689s... 

29. LIM-AS-VEDA Oh for heaven's sake Frank, shut up 

about your protestor friends for a 

minute can you? Let's do something 

good for a change. Call a squad. 

Call rapid response! 

30. FRANK Ok madam, it's your call. Go now? 
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31. LIM-AS-VEDA Um... no, I have... something to do 

first. Let's raid at 6am tomorrow. 

That's when the ... well, it's peak 

cardboard time for the recycling 

truck. 

32. FRANK Very well madam. 

33. LIM-AS-VEDA I'm going swimming and I am not to 

be disturbed. 

34. FRANK (on phone) CSP Yu? She's at it 

again? I don't know what sir, be 

ready at 6am for a raid in Sheung 

Wan. It's very suspicious. I think 

we can plant a decoy there and get 

to the bottom of this. 

35. SOUND (Garbled on phone) 

36. FRANK OK sir will report back later. 

Scene: the swimming shed 

37. SOUND WAVES, SEAGULLS 
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38. VEDA (AS LIM) Well hello the woman who's stolen my 

body! 

39. LIM-AS-VEDA Well if you're going to be like 

that... 

40. VEDA No no, sorry, it's a lot to take in 

41. LIM-AS-VEDA Look I know what you're going to 

say, we need to go back to our own 

bodies, blah blah blah but no dice. 

I'm not going back. I like being 

fit. 

42. VEDA Ha well so did I! I hope you're at 

least using the Peleton.  

43. LIM-AS-VEDA The what? 

44. VEDA The bike, the exercise machine? 

45. LIM-AS-VEDA Oh that stupid thing, know they have 

those bikes in the sitting out 

areas, for free 
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46. VEDA You're not using it are you! Woman! 

Get on the thing. 20 minutes morning 

and night! 

47. LIM-AS-VEDA Well I'm not going back and that's 

that. You've had your chance, all 

this wonderful body and power and a 

gun and all you do is bully people. 

48. VEDA That's not true! 

49. LIM-AS-VEDA Oh yeah, what about the 

harrasifying? The surveillance 

network? Oh yes I'm learning all 

about you CSP Veda. The picture of 

that woman in your bedside drawer. 

I'm learning all these things.  

50. VEDA Woman, what woman! There's no woman 

in my bedside drawer 

51. LIM-AS-VEDA Yes there is! It's signed. Some 

singer or floozy you flirted with 

once, while your wife's away 

working, shame on you! 
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52. VEDA That's the Chief Executive. How do 

you not know what the CE looks li,,, 

I'm loyal is... well, what are you 

doing going through my drawers! 

53. LIM-AS-VEDA Ha. And I suppose the man in your 

wallet is the president of all China 

54. VEDA What! Don't you dare play with my...  

55. LIM-AS-VEDA Well I'm sure you've gone through 

all my stuff 

56. VEDA Oh you mean like that old trolley 

with the woollen mittens ziptied on 

the handle? 

57. LIM-AS-VEDA I hope you're looking after it 

58. VEDA Oh, well, I mean, I left it in 

Sheung Wan... I mean it's an old 

thing nobody's ever stealing 

anything like 

59. LIM-AS-VEDA You left my trolley in Sheung Wan! 

Did you lock it? 
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60. VEDA Well no, I mean there's no lock 

61. LIM-AS-VEDA I have a system! The chains? We have 

to go there! 

62. VEDA Oh well, why don't you go pick it 

up, you're a police officer now, you 

can figure it out, since you know 

everything now. 

63. LIM-AS-VEDA My daughter knitted me those 

mittens. 

64. VEDA Oh. What happened to her? 

65. LIM-AS-VEDA I don't know, she lives in Vancouver 

now, never hear from her.  

66. VEDA Ha. Well maybe I could give her a 

call. From you. You know, no 

history, might break the ice? 

67. LIM-AS-VEDA Tell her you're rewriting the will, 

that'll get her attention 
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68. VEDA Will? Are you going to leace the 

trolley to someone else? 

69. LIM-AS-VEDA Oh very funny. I have means you 

know. Quite the share portfolio, if 

you must know. 

70. VEDA Oh. So why do you... you know... 

71. LIM-AS-VEDA Ah I don't know I just didn't want 

to end up like those tai tais, 

dancing with the gigolos at the 

club, spreading diseases, I'd far 

rather be outside pushing my trolley 

around in the sunshine. And after a 

while I lost track of the money and 

actually WAS poor and actually DID 

need to do that for a living. But 

it's all there somewhere. 

72. VEDA Hmm. Well how about we... help each 

other out? 

73. LIM-AS-VEDA Hmm 
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74. VEDA Come on. I have a theory, it's about 

those trucks. 

75. LIM-AS-VEDA OK first show me how to use this 

AliPay on the MTR 

76. VEDA Ah! Now we're talking. OK so what 

you do is, you wait until you're 

about to go through the gates. 

77. LIM Can I get it ready beforehand 

78. VEDA No no, it won't work, it only works 

right before you go through the 

gates. You need to leave it in your 

bag until the last second. 

79. LIM OK 

80. VEDA Then you swipe here, press... 

this... press this.... enter your 

password 

81. LIM-AS-VEDA What's the password 
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82. VEDA "I heart arresting people" all one 

word. 

83. VEDA And then the QR code comes up and 

then you show it to the gate 

scanner, swipe here, press here, 

swipe, face scan, fingerprint and... 

boom, you're in! 

84. LIM-AS-VEDA I see! 

85. VEDA You can also use it in the 

supermarket but I would wait until 

it's not rush hour. People are so 

impatient these days! 

86. LIM-AS-VEDA OK 

87. VEDA Ok to work! We need to find those 

trucks. They're the key. Number One 

says it's likely the truck collision 

caused subatomic particles to smash 

out and create a minor tear in 

spacetime, and if we can get the 

baryons and the mesons to flow at 

exactly the same point in the lunar 
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calendar at the same location... 

well, it's worth a shot? 

88. LIM-AS-VEDA  

89. SOUND Lim's phone rings 

90. LIM-AS-VEDA I see. I see. Oh. Oh dear. 

91. VEDA What's that. 

92. LIM-AS-VEDA Ah, that was the chief of police. 

He's... not too happy... perhaps I 

should have told you, one more 

thing, I think I might be getting 

you ... demoted. 
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